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Towards a Digital Twin by Merging Discrete Event Simulations,   
Augmented Reality and The Internet of Things. 

by 

 
José Abraham Valdivia Puga 

 

ABSTRACT  

 This work presents the creation and implementation of an augmented reality 

system to a partial digital twin for a manufacturing process through the application of 

discrete event simulations, IoT tools and communication protocols in an industrial 

environment through a mobile app presentation. This approach will take a non-connected 

manufacturing process and adapt it to a smart factory environment creating an 

intercommunicated DES system with IoT and augmented reality capabilities. This 

approach was achieved using a real study case which consists in a machine generating 

items from a percentage of the input material while the rest of the material is stored in a 

recovery chamber to use it again in another item creation. This process was used as an 

example to create a partial digital twin and implement all the tools mentioned before. 

 

This work will allow to know all the process parameters, data related to the process 

like cycle time, number of pieces, time per process status, etc., this information will be 

used to create a system in which a real-time visualization of the process and its data can 

be performed through the use of augmented reality tools achieved by Unity 3D software. 

This approach will help to create a visualization for the partial digital twin, its process and 

results in a real context and even allow the user to modify its conditions before their 

implementation through a user interface, allowing to create an infrastructure that support 

different scenarios, process optimizations, and know possible future conditions.  

 

KEYWORDS  
Digital twin, Discrete event simulation, Augmented reality, Process improvement, Industry 

4.0, Big data, Simulation, IoT. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

One problem happening in industries nowadays, that meet the industry 4.0 

features [1], are the ability to connect all their machines together, obtain data from them, 

data sharing between machines, how to create and implement this kind of structures, and 

data visualization in real time. These features have not been enhanced already and the 

methodologies that exist today are not quite complete. Therefore, there are deficiencies 

in the communication, data visualization, and implementation of methodologies to 

respond to the needs of an interconnected industry. 

 

Nowadays, one of the desired goals to approach is to create a general 

methodology that will help industries to adapt the new ways of communication and data  

visualization involving 4.0 technologies applied to industrial processes, machines and 

communication systems inside companies and in the same way provide new structure 

planning forms using simulators, leading to a better control of the big data generated and 

processes performance improvement. 
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This approach could be done through the combination of actual methodologies and 

communication languages like algorithms [2], Manufacturing Petri Networks [3], Unified 

Modeling Languages [4], etc.,  also plant simulations are going to be realized through 

software (Siemens PLM Software) to have a partial or full digital twin. In the same way 

this kind of software will help to create a list of the protocols and technology required for 

each industry structure allowing to provide a picture of how 4.0 industry concept will fit to 

a specific company as well as others. The desired result is to create an analysis software 

or standard to unify or sort all the protocols required for a company to implement the 4.0 

industry concept providing an easy guide of all the requirements needed and how to apply 

them. 

 

This information can be useful for companies that are searching for new methods on 

how to fully control their processes. This project can lead to big benefits like reduction on 

time measurements, production estimators, costs estimators, etc., and at the same time 

this kind of technology can give more security to workers that always are in contact with 

the machine. Adding new technology can make the manufacture environment into 

something more accessible to employees and facilitate the inductive process when they 

arrive the company [5], all of this benefits could be reachable if the project develops in a 

correct way, leading not only into economic benefits but also workspace stability in 

companies. 

 

 Background 

1.1.1 Impact of Industry 4.0 concept in processes 
Nowadays the world has entered in a new era for industry companies around the 

world, since the first industry era back in 1765 with the introduction of new ways of 

production and new techniques [6], companies adapted to it in order to fulfill needs, before 

that time everything was made by hand, all the products were created by people who had 

to work a lot of time and implying big physical duty efforts but all of this was changed due 

to mechanical production implementation and water and steam powered machines, this 

achievement lead to new ways of doing heavy things and reduced the efforts done by 

workers, that era was called industry 1.0.  
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Then, almost 100 years after new problems begun to surge, the world population 

increased, and all the products and needs were increasing as well, and this was one of 

the main problems on that time and to solve this problem the industry 2.0 emerged. This 

era was mainly focused in electric powered assembly lines and oriented in mass 

production [6], this change allowed the companies to give more products to the market 

with less effort leading to a potential growth but still need a considerable number of 

workers to operate everything by hand.  

 

After that time, another 100 years later and with the technology advances, the 

companies now wanted to give its processes independence from its workers allowing 

them to only configure systems and obtain products even faster than before, this era was 

called industry 3.0. This era referred to processes automation, computer and electronics 

included in systems [7], these elements gave companies even more control of their 

processes allowing them to improve their response on the market and covering all the 

customer needs on time.  

 

Finally, due to the technology growth, a need arose in companies because the 

internet expansion. Ever since the internet creation, the need to maintain everything 

connected increased, making companies wonder how they could achieve this new goal 

and there’s where industry 4.0 was created. This definition involves other concepts such 

as cyber physical systems, internet of things and smart technologies along with other 

technologies [8], these elements can provide more control to their processes and obtain 

important information from them in order to make fast and justified decisions. 

 

Industry 4.0 represents a big challenge for every company due to the 

implementation of new technologies, almost all companies have old machines running 

limiting them to change to a smart environment where every machine communicates with 

others. This is why industry 4.0 has relevance at this time, for a company, changing to an 

all connected structure implies higher costs due to new technologies acquirement, thus, 

it’s better to provide a machine sensors and actuators instead and implement cyber 

physical systems to achieve that goal implying less costs and faster results [9]. 
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Thus, industry 4.0 will provide new ways for obtain information from processes and 

will lead to a time reduction allowing companies to react faster than ever before. This new 

era will bring processes improvements, processes simulations, error detecting systems, 

machine and process data analysis, and the covering of customer needs with minimum 

effort and costs. 

 

1.1.2 Elements 
The industry 4.0 is formed by different types of elements [8], that need to be 

correlated between each other and with the maximum communication possible in order 

to work properly, some of the most important elements are the following ones. 

 

1.1.2.1 Big Data and Analytics 
The concept of Big Data refers to great quantities of data stored in datasets 

produced from technological devices that need to be categorized and filtered in order to 

obtain relevant information from them to later analyze them and make decisions based 

on the results obtained. [10] defines Big data as: “a term utilized to refer to the increase 

in the volume of data that are difficult to store, process, and analyze through traditional 

database technologies.” 

 

Is important to know that the data cannot represent something by itself, therefore, 

this data has to be filtered first in order to see what kind of data is and how can it be 

useful, this data need to have a destination (storage), a way to control the data 

(manipulation) and some methodology or software (like Python, SimPy, Plant Simulation 

etc.) to obtain results from it (analysis) these steps together represent in a general way 

how big data works and how can it be analyzed to obtain results and make decisions.  

 

Python and SimPy are important software to represent a DES due to its flexibility 

and compatibility with other software and tools, at the same time it has a high level of 

customizability depending of the requirements. On the other hand, the software by 

siemens is a limited software since its features cannot communicate with external tools 

and its data visualization and usage are too complex for the end user.  
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Even though Python and SimPy are great option to perform a DES system their 

main limitation is the data and results visualization, therefore another software can be 

implemented just for the visualization. 

 

1.1.2.2 Communication between machines using Internet of Things 
In order to keep all the devices and machines connected between each other is 

important to have a path for them to communicate, in this case and with the rise of the 

internet in the last years, the internet network is the best choice and in this situation is 

where the “Internet of Things” resides. [11] defines “Internet of Things” as interconnected 

systems that contain elements or parts that communicate with each other in order to 

manage, obtain data and use them for the future. In the industry environment nowadays, 

there are some way of communication between machines, one of the most common is 

MTConnect, [12], [13], [14], this has been standardized as one way to share data between 

industrial machines, as well as protocols like MQTT, OPCUA, HTTP, etc. 

 

1.1.2.3 Cloud Computing in manufacture 
At the same time that internet communication was growing, new services to fulfill 

some needs were created too, one of this was the Cloud, defined by [15] as virtualized 

resources in the cloud that contain positive aspects such as easy access, management 

and use, representing physical parts of processes, such as data and services. This 

concept brought a new way to share information and at the same time a way to 

communicate not only between people but machines. 

 

 Therefore, the cloud was the base to implement the Cloud Computing, concept 

defined by the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)  [16] as a model 

that can access to a network when needed allowing to configurate other devices without 

user interaction.  
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 Problem Statement and Context 
The physical process from the study case consists in items creation from raw material 

that enters the machine, and while a percentage is used to create an item the left material 

is recovered and used for another item creation. This process does not count with a DES 

model, communication features, optimizations or data visualization resulting in a 

disconnected system useless in a smart factory environment. Therefore, the system 

requires optimization models to know what optimal changes can be implemented in the 

future, how to convert a disconnected process to an intercommunicated one, how to 

analyze and visualize all the data coming from the process in the real context and how 

the user can interact with the process from the DES.  

 

Nowadays there are plenty of DES software but with high costs, require technical 

knowledge, and its environment is too limited to work along other tools or even show user 

friendly results. Therefore, the system requires a graphic interface for the DES that could 

allow the user to perform actions from any mobile device and at the same time visualize 

all the elements regarding the partial digital twin, like the process 3D model, its 

mechanism, data, action and visual elements. This demonstrates a need in Industry 4.0 

for a new paradigm in the way the data and information are presented using digital twins, 

simulations, augmented reality, and communication protocols. 

 

  Objectives 

1.3.1 General 
Create and implement an augmented reality system capable of stablish a 

communication environment with a partial digital twin of a real process permitting to obtain 

a digital 3D representation and data visualization of the process in real time with user 

interaction capabilities through a user-friendly graphic interface via an augmented reality 

mobile app. The AR system must be capable to perform in an industrial environment and 

modify the partial digital twin variables with the aim to create new scenarios and visualize 

their results.  
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1.3.2 Specific 
• Define a DES representing a real manufacturing process to obtain a functional 

virtual model. 

• Establish an AR system with graphic user interface and control capabilities for 

the DES. 

• Show the AR system infrastructure adaptability to perform in different DES 

situations. 

• Implement communication protocols used in industrial environments to 

connect the DES with the AR system. 

 

 Contribution 
Even though some authors have developed augmented reality systems for 

manufacturing processes or medical applications through IoT tools [17] [18], there’s a 

need for an interconnected visualization system that not only presents user interaction 

capabilities in a DES environment but also data analysis and representation, scenarios 

optimization, and an AR model visualization. All of this using industry communication 

protocols such MQTT and/or OPCUA performed from a smartphone or smart device 

though a mobile app. This approach represents a solution to a DES and its data 

visualization without cost linked with the adaptation of the system to different situations 

and devices allowing to generate an AR system even if modifications are performed to 

the real process. 
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 Thesis Organization 
The research performed in this work is organized in five chapters, labeling the 

introduction as the first one.  

 

Chapter 2: Contains all the information regarding the topics achieved in the present 

research work. It shows all the information and works performed by other authors as 

well as concepts. 

 

Chapter 3: Explain all the steps to develop the presented work, as well as all the 

software, structure, and tools to create the DES systems, AR system and optimization 

scenarios. 

 

Chapter 4: Present the results obtained from the systems execution, all the data 

regarding the physical and digital processes, and the outcomes obtained from the 

augmented reality system. 

 

Chapter 5: Show and discusses the results obtained from the work performed as well 

as work that can be realized in the future. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Manufacture environment is increasing rapidly due to the application of new 

technologies such as Discrete Event Simulations, Cyber Physical Systems and tools 

regarding Industry 4.0 environment like Augmented Reality and the Internet of Things, 

these concepts can be applied in processes enhancement combining simulation tools 

and visualization technologies like augmented reality to provide new ways for process 

improvement, for this purpose, is important to define what do these concepts represent. 

 

 Cyber Physical Systems 
Cyber physical systems is defined by [19] as a two main functional components:  A 

connection system such that it allows obtaining real-time data of the real world as well as 

feedback from the digital world; and data mining in an intelligent and autonomous way, 

data analysis and a capable system.  In the same way is defined by [20] as: “Smart 

systems that encompass hardware, software, and computational and physical 

components, seamlessly integrated and closely interacting to sense and control in real 

time the changing state of the real world.”  

 
Cyber physical systems as a concept is a combination of three terms, the first of 

them, “cyber” is originated from the field of research “cybernetics” that is the scientific 

study of control and communication in the animal and the machine. This field started in 
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the 1940s and from there the term cyber is used to refer to technologic information, 

internet, or computer science. It was in that time when all the interest on combining the 

digital elements with hardware got stronger and according to [21] it was until around 2006 

that researchers defined the “cyber-physical systems” concept. 

 

 Discrete Event Simulation 
The Discrete events simulation (DES) concept is defined by [22] as: “Is an extensive 

field of simulation that allows to represent and study the behavior of physical systems, 

i.e., collections of entities interacting over time, which states evolves in time as is the case 

of computer networks.”.  

 

All the tools regarding the DES use Internet of Things protocols and parameters, this 

concept refers by [23] as: “a conceptual framework that leverages on the availability of 

heterogeneous devices and interconnection solutions, as well as augmented physical 

objects providing a shared information base on global scale, to support the design of 

applications involving at the same virtual level both people and representations of 

objects.” The tools coined to Internet of Things (IoT) concept will led to the execution of 

the protocols and parameters needed to the DES communication. 

 

2.2.1 Internet of Things application in DES 
One of the concepts linked with discrete event simulation (DES) is IoT, the two 

concepts together have gained much relevance in the present days due to all the 

connectivity changes and innovative solutions to create an interconnected environment.  

[23]. 

 

Together, DES and IoT represent a fundamental part for any research project 

regarding digital twins, communication between devices, results estimation, and shared 

information. These approaches have been addressed by some researchers in different 

ways applying these concepts to specific problems: 
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− Ki Kwok et al., use the tools mentioned before to develop a hazard 

simulation system to aim in critical incidents, this system is implemented 

with the objective to generate possible risk scenarios and capacity people 

under hazard circumstances using VR technology. The simulation software 

used in this research project is FlexSim, one of the most common DES 

Software to visualize and simulate processes. [24] 

 

− Cárdenas et al., describe a modeling, simulation and optimization 

framework that uses IoT technology in real time. In this research project, 

different edge computing simulators are compared versus the presented 

framework, this by analyzing the properties and capabilities of each system. 

The framework is divided in layers which are described in the project. This 

framework represents an alternative for data stream oriented IoT 

applications, which can be applied to another system. [25] 

 

− Charnley et al., apply the Internet of Things and Discrete Event Simulation 

to represent a decision-making process in a remanufacturing facility 

regarding the circular economy model. In this research project the aim was 

to accelerate the execution of circular approaches using the latest 

communication tools regarding IoT. [26] 

 

2.2.2 Augmented Reality application in DES 
The main tools used to visualize data obtained from the DES are Augmented 

Reality ones and this concept is defined by [27] as a version that was improved of the 

physical model by the addition of elements added to the visualization that offers extra 

information to the real physical version.Some tools normally used to perform data 

visualization are Head Mounted Displays, Handheld Displays and Pinch Gloves [28], this 

devices can help to administrate the information in an interactive way, leading to 

management, modification or/and creation of data, for this reasons the Augmented 

Reality was chosen to be used in the present work.  
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Nowadays augmented reality and digital twin concepts are gaining importance in 

manufacturing processes regarding industry 4.0 tools, both are emerging as a useful way 

to visualize processes and information they handle, these tools combined represent an 

important step forward to processes automation and improvement. These tools are being 

used widely in Discrete Event Simulation (DES) projects due to the capability to organize 

and visualize important processes’ data, approaches to the creation of digital twins aimed 

with augmented reality can demonstrate the advantages and potential of using these tools 

in manufacturing processes, this premise can be achieved in different ways depending 

on processes requirements, therefore, many researchers have been demonstrating how 

to address this goal:  

 

− Chao et al., apply the combination of a digital twin combined with augmented 

reality through different communication standards like OPCUA and MTConnect 

allowing to transfer data from the physical environment (Machine, actuators, 

sensors, etc.,) to a computerized system allowing the digital twin creation to send 

the information to an augmented reality device to visualize important statistics from 

the process in real time. [14] 

 

− Corneli et al., include a deep learning neural network to a digital twin supported 

with augmented reality in which alongside with a head-mounted display (HMD) 

allows an operator to manipulate physical objects and visualizing the digital twin at 

the same time, permitting to recognize those objects to save their information and 

create a digital object. This approach uses two different environments as a normal 

digital twin case would, a Mixed Reality (MR) environment and a real one, the first 

environment creation was made using unity software which is visualized through 

the HMD and communicates with the neural network to recognize and save real 

objects. [29] 
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− Rabah et al., use a digital twin with augmented reality oriented to failures and errors 

detection using NX-MCD standard by Siemens, this approach also allows the 

prediction phase which is the main objective of this methodology, creating a 

predictive maintenance framework. [30] 

 

− Zhu et al., present an approach based on a digital twin aimed with augmented 

reality with a HMD (Microsoft HoloLens in this case), this application is sued in a 

manufacturing process where a CNC machine get involved, the HMD allows the 

operator to see in real time data related to the process using cameras, RFID, 

dynamometer and other tools that permit the reciprocal communication between 

the digital twin, the HMD and the physical process. Therefore, the operator has the 

capability to control with gestures and voice commands the machine and the digital 

twin simultaneously. [17] 

 

− Um et al., explain the use of edge computing for a modular augmented reality 

platform, this approach merges the use of edge computing to update a digital twin 

through real time data allowing the operator to access relevant information in 

place. The system uses an edge node which provides an algorithm platform for a 

machine learning and computer vision architecture, these tools give the system 

the video storage communication capability with human user interface. The main 

concept of the system involves the use of smart glasses and edge server to handle 

a production module which can be controlled through gesture recognition and 

object tracking by the smart glasses, in the same way, instructions can be 

visualized by the operator through the display of the glasses allowing to follow the 

required process steps. The system is capable of pose and risk detection using 

algorithms to allow the product manipulation and manufacturing processes control; 

the algorithms are created using python language based on TensorFlow. [31] 
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− Schroeder et al., propose a Cyber-Physical System model structure focused in 

web services to access relevant data through an Augmented Reality system which 

manage the Digital Twin data via web services and displays real-time data that is 

recovered from  [32] 

 

− Revetria et al., develop a system focused on industrial safety using interconnected 

technologies to help coping with risks and dangers in a working environment, these 

technologies are Augmented Reality (AR), Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT), 

digital twin and simulation. Some tools used to achieve the augmented reality 

process are head-mounted displays, virtual retinal displays and smart glasses, 

these tools were used to generate an AR system aiming to obtain process 

information in place through the developing of an integrated application in order to 

monitor the stresses acting on the loads of an specific material with the objective 

of allow the operator to visualize the stress status in real time coming from the 

information collected from sensors synchronized with the AR devices. The aim of 

this approach is to provide new ways to give important information to operators 

through the use of smart glasses  [33] 

 

Regarding all the concepts handled previously, a morphological matrix was created to 

compare and list all the research performed by others in these areas. This matrix contains 

key points which describes the most important parts from each work, and at the same 

time, shows information learned from the authors. The morphological matrix is showed in 

Table 1. 
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Table 1. References comparison. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter is described all the methodology for the present work, in which all the 

elements and its interactions are described. In general, the process is formed by different 

elements that combined together allow to create a DES system using IoT and augmented 

reality tools. The general ideal process is represented as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. General ideal process. 
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This process contains five different environments:  

• Factory Environment. Refers to all the information coming from factory 

processes, costs, and different variables as needed. 

• Physical Process Environment. Refers to the factory specific process to be 

improved in which DES, IoT and AR tools are going to be applied. 

• DES Environment. Contains all the simulations made by software. 

• Cloud Environment. Contains the platform which allows the two vias 

communication between every part of the system. 

• AR Environment. Contains all the tools and models created through augmented 

reality with real and simulated data in order to show results. 

 

The general process can be segmented in sections to describe its main functions. The 

partial digital twin creation process is divided as shown in Figure 2, this process contains: 

• Physical process. 

o Parameters definition.  

• The Discrete Event Simulation implementation. 

o Discrete Event Simulation Structure. 

o Process replicated in SimPy. 

o Process replicated in Plant Simulation. 

o Situations implemented in the DES. 

o Optimizations applied. 

• The Augmented Reality Process Implementation. 

o Simulated Physical Process. 

o Unity Process. 

▪ Structure. 

▪ Complements. 

▪ Functional Scripts. 

o Augmented Reality Visualization. 

o Approach to a Systemic Process. 

• Communication Environment. 
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Figure 2. General process structure. 
 

 Physical Process 
The machine in which this work is based, as shown in Figure 3, consist in a process 

to generate items, where raw material enters the machine through the Storage Chamber 

(SC) to be manufactured and create an item. While the item is being created raw material 

is recovered from the process since the machine mechanism only use a percentage of 

the material coming from the SC, therefore, the machine has a Recovery Chamber (RC) 

in which all the leftover material is stored.  Due to the machine limitations the variable 

obtention process was simulated using a Google App Script. 

 

Figure 3. Study case machine. 
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The real process, as shown in Figure 4, has several sections with different steps and 

parameters that will be explained in the next segments.  

 

 

Figure 4. Physical system and components. 
 

The machine is divided in three sections and each of these have a specific function: 

 

− Storage chamber: This segment is the first part of the machine and from this 

the machine is fed with raw material in which there is a metering propeller that 

separates the raw material and permit its flow to the machine secondary 

segment. 

 

− Homogenizer box: In this segment the raw material has been separated and its 

ready to be placed in the mold, for this purpose a distributor triangle is located 

before the mold to ensure a homogeneous filled since the mold is divided into 

two parts, left and right, this fixture allows to have a better flow to the mold 

dividing the flow coming from the main tank into two parts. 

 

− Recovery chamber: The last part consists in collect the remaining material from 

the homogenizer box to pass the material back to the main tank in order to 

reutilize it. 
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3.1.1 Parameters definition 
For the variable and parameter identification, the machine was analyzed according 

to the Figure 4 segmentation, allowing to divide the variables in three different levels 

depending on the physical machine as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Variables identification. 

MACHINE 
SEGMENT VARIABLE 

Storage 
Chamber 

Storage chamber capacity 

Chamber process duration 

Chamber fill duration 

Machine Status 

Homogenizer  
Box 

Box process duration 

Box setup 

Duration of item creation 

Removing item produced duration 

Recovery 
Chamber 

Recovery chamber capacity 

Recovery process duration 

Recovery chamber setup 

Remove recovery chamber 

 

These variables are the machine most critical parameters and are needed for a digital 

twin creation, therefore, it is important to consider the values for each variable and how 

the process behave. 

 

 The Discrete Event Simulation implementation 
The partial digital twin was created to receive the process information from an 

external server to introduce the variables into the simulation, obtain results coming from 

the physical process, modify some simulation parameters like optimizations and achieve 

better results from the process and actions that can be performed to the physical process 

to improve it in the real environment. 
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The first approach to a digital twin was made using Python software, the steps are as 

shown in Figure 5. In a general way, the first step is to add the HTTP request line code 

to the program and saving it to a string array in a variable to use it in the simulation 

process, then the variables to use have to be determined using string array elements from 

the variable used before. The partial digital twin was generated using python language 

with some libraries like Simpy and RequestHTTP considering all the machine parameters. 

At the end of the partial digital twin execution, results were obtained from the process 

simulation like: items produced, cycle time per product, percentages of remaining material 

in the storage chamber (SC) and recovered material in the recovery chamber (RC).  

 

With this information obtained from the partial digital twin, a visual way for the data 

can be performed in order to have a better understanding of the process, allowing to 

create visual elements to show the machine behavior, at the same time, the machine itself 

can be rendered to visualize it at real-time performing the process. 

 

Figure 5. General steps for Discrete Event Simulation code. 
 

3.2.1 Discrete Event Simulation Structure 
The structure proposed for the Discrete Event Simulation is a starting point where 

all the elements have to be considered to know the desired process functionality and the 

expected results to obtain. The DES will be based in the physical process, therefore, the 

functions from the physical process need to be replicated in the partial digital twin so the 

DES structure will be guided by the real process. This structure is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Functional process. [38] 
 

3.2.2 Process replicated in SimPy 
The partial digital twin created for this approach was made in Python language in 

addition with other libraries like SimPy, the principal library which allowed to generate the 

logical structure for a discrete event simulation code. The Python language and the SimPy 

library were chosen over other software due to their flexibility to implement external tools 

and their capability of modification, these functions grant a high compatibility with other 

software and tools allowing to amplify the scope for the DES system.  The structure 

created for this approach consist in seven sections as shown in Figure 7: Definitions of 

Libraries, Variables, Process times, Machine environment and Methods, as well as HTTP 

Request, and Show results. This process was implemented in parallel with research 

group members [38] [39]. 
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TURN MACHINE 
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Figure 7. Discrete Event Simulation structure. [38] 
 

• Libraries definition. For the first section, all the libraries used in Python are: 

Random (“Module that implements pseudo-random number generators using 

various distributions”), SimPy (“Process-based discrete-event simulation 

framework”), Math (“Provides access to the mathematical functions”) and 

Requests (“Allow to send HTTP/1.1 requests”). 

 

• HTTP Request. For the second section, the HTTP request is made using the 

Requests library using a Google App Script link to save the downloaded data in a 

specific variable to use it in future process. 
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• Variables definition. For the third section, all the variables involving the machine 

process are declared, like: working time, simulation time, machine times (Tank, 

place piece, turn machine on, fill, turn machine off, remove piece, recovery tank). 

These variables are used in all the processes performed by the machine and the 

operator. At the same time, sigma and a slow factor values are added, sigma 

values are used to add variability to the times used by the simulation. The 

processes that uses sigma values to generate variable times are: Tank fill, 

collocate item in place, turn on process, item process, turn off the machine, remove 

the piece and the recovery process. The slow factor values are used to augment 

or minimize the times regarding the processes performed by the operator. 

 

• Designation of the times used in processes. For the fourth section, methods are 

defined for every process to obtain the times for the simulation, which are: tank, 

collocate piece, turn on machine, item process, turn off, take off piece and recovery 

process. This section will use the data downloaded from the Google App Script 

and saved into different variables along with the sigma values established in a 

“random.normalvariate” process from the random library to obtain the 

corresponding times. 

 

• Machine environment definition. For the fifth section, a class is established named 

Machine, in which all the states and variables regarding the machine are set to its 

initial. The class count with 2 conditions: working (state in which all the processes 

combine simulating the work performed by the machine from its beginning to its 

final result) and not working (state in which the machine is in a standby status). 

 

• Methods definition. For the sixth section, all the methods used in the machine 

environment are defined, like: fill the tank, place the piece, turn on the machine, 

item process, turn off, take off the piece and recover material. These methods 

include all the modifications performed to all the process variables and each 

method is included inside the working state in the machine class from the machine 

environment definition. 
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• Show results. For the last section, all the results are shown like: Cycle time per 

part, remaining material, recovered material, pieces processed and its times. 

 

3.2.3 Process replicated in Plant Simulation 
For a DES implementation using Plant Simulation software the same configuration 

used in the SimPy simulation was employed, this composition must be followed since 

represents the real process behavior and its elements. This process was realized by [39] 

and the application in this work is only used to compare its results with the DES created 

in Python using the SimPy library. The Plant Simulation software created by siemens is 

a great tool to simulate, analyze data, visualize in 3D, and apply optimization algorithms 

to processes, therefore, this software was capable of not just replicate the real process 

but to compare the SimPy simulation created before. 

 

 The Plant Simulation software includes important functionalities which were used 

to replicate the SimPy process, despite these functions the software application is 

expensive and limited since it cannot export data visualizations to external tools and its 

use is too technical in comparison with Python structure. Therefore, the software was 

used just to compare the SimPy DES. 

 

Once the model is configurated correctly in Plant Simulation, a 3D visualization 

can be obtained from the software, as shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. 3D Visualization in Plant Simulation. 
 

3.2.4 Situations implemented in the DES 
The process was analyzed through not only its normal behavior but other scenarios 

to guarantee the partial digital twin can cover all the different situations the process 

performs. These new scenarios will guarantee the DES can achieve different behaviors 

happening in the real process. Every scenario has its own parameters (Appendix A), and 

the scenarios are conformed by: 

 

− Slow operator: scenario where the process times are higher than the normal 

behavior, in this state increasing the time variables values simulates the 

slow operator behavior, in which the operator performance is deficient. This 

scenario only consists in multiply the values by two obtaining slower 

operation times and high cycle times 
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− Baseline: scenario where all the process times are normal, this refers to the 

state where all the activities performed in the process are realized in time 

and without machine or operator delays. 

 

− High variability: scenario where all the process times are influenced by 

variability, in this state adding that factor simulates different cycle times in 

the real process. This variability is denoted by increasing the sigma values 

to obtain a higher variability in process times and contains the same times 

and level percentages as the original baseline scenario.  

 

All the scenarios used the same variables but with different values in some cases, 

these values changed according to the scenario conditions. The partial digital twin was 

made using the “Baseline” variables values referring to a normal cycle time process, 

starting from this point, all the other scenarios were created.  

 

 

3.2.5 Optimizations applied 
Once having all the scenarios developed and executed, their behavior and its 

variables can be analyzed in order to discover what elements can be optimized and what 

could be the best elements arrangement to obtain optimal results. In this case, the 

variables that better match this approach was those related with the material in the 

Storage and Recovery Chambers. This application was analyzed and implemented by 

[39] though MATLAB software, which work was used to complement the visualization 

system and with the aim to prepare the AR model to replicate all the possible scenarios. 
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 The Augmented Reality Process implementation 
Once having created the DES in Python; a visual representation is needed for the 

process since Python does not have a way to represent the simulation in a visual way, 

therefore the real process can be represented in a virtual model using another software. 

This can be achieved through software like Unity allowing to create animated digital 

models based on the real process, its interactions and at the same time permit user 

interaction through an AR model. The general structure of the AR Visualization process 

is as shown in Figure 9, and it is divided in three sections:  

− Physical Process. 

− Unity Process. 

− Augmented Reality Visualization. 

 

 

Figure 9. AR Visualization Structure. 
 

3.3.1 Simulated Physical Process 
The Unity process needs an information source to represent the real process, 

therefore, the information is gathered from a Google App Script simulating the real 

machine configurated with the machine process times. The computer system obtains the 

data from Google App Script and then analyze it through software, in this case Python 

(with SimPy) used to create the DES and perform mathematical operations to predict 

different scenarios through python language, and then represent the results in a 3D model 

created with unity. This process is structured as shown in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10. Simulated physical process communication. 

 

3.3.2 Unity Process 
Once having all the information required, a zoom out of the principal process can 

be represented in unity, as shown in Figure 11, where the machine and the partial digital 

twin of the machine are combined together to establish a communication between each 

other to obtain results that can be analyzed and optimize the physical process, allowing 

to have a better data visualization through augmented reality tools. 

 

Unity was selected among other software to replicate the process in a 3D virtual 

model due to its capacities to generate animation models, its compatibility with other 

software and operating systems and its app creation capability. 

 
Figure 11. Machine Representation in Unity. 
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3.3.2.1 Structure 
The general structure of the partial digital twin model on unity is represented as 

shown in Figure 12, in which all the elements are merged together to represent the real 

process and its behavior. Besides the machine normal operation and its CAD model, 

other functions were added too to the unity representation, like: Request of data from the 

cloud (HTTP Request via Google App script) and System status handler (System Status 

via MQTT protocol). 

 
Figure 12. Unity general structure. 

 

 In order to implement the physical machine to unity and create an augmented 

reality model is necessary to have the machine 3D model and import it into unity, in this 

case, the 3D model was created using the SolidWorks software. Once having the 3D 

model, the CAD files can be added through the “Import Assets” function by unity, this 

function allow to insert different kind of files to the work scene.  

 

The next step is to identify the parts to be animated in the scene and add the 

required animations to represent the machine’s real process. Then, with the objective of 

structure the animations in the unity software, the timeline tool was used, this will allow 

the software to organize all the animations regarding the 3D model in which the real 

process is represented.  

 

The values required for the AR Model to work are just the ones regarding process 

times, obtained from a cloud source in this case Google App script, these times were 

representative and in scale from cycle times of the real process, as shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Times used in the unity process. 

 

These variables are obtained from Google App script to simulate the data coming 

from a real machine and can be modified in the future just by changing the GET URL 

request in the HTTP Request script in order to get the data from a real process directly.  

 

Considering the variables mentioned before, the duration and start variables were 

created for each process the machine performs individually. The variables values are as 

shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Variables values. 

VARIABLE VALUE VARIABLE VALUE 
aStart 0 aDuration 1 

bStart  1 bDuration 1 

cStart  2 cDuration 1.416 

dStart  4.4 dDuration 2 

eStart  4.95 eDuration 1.45 

fStart  5.95 fDuration 1 

gStart  6.7833 gDuration 1 
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By default, unity uses a track system in the timeline section to organize all the 

animations, this system will permit the animation process sequencing and the variables 

allocation from the HTTP Request to later link every variable with its corresponding track, 

this approach is represented as shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Tracks – Variables relationship 

 TRACK VARIABLES 

M
A

C
H

IN
E 

 
PR

O
C

ES
S 

Track 1 aStart, aDuration 

Track 2  bStart, bDuration 

Track 3  cStart, cDuration 

Track 4  dStart, dDuration 

Track 5  eStart, eDuration 

Track 6  fStart, fDuration 

Track 7  gStart, gDuration 

SY
ST

EM
 

ST
A

TU
S 

Track 8  aStart, aDuration 

Track 9  cStart, cDuration 

Track 10  dStart, dDuration 

Track 11  eStart, eDuration + fDuration + gDuration 

 

 

As shown before, the tracks used in the unity track system are eleven in total and 

are divided in two sections: the first section involves the machine process representation 

which is about all the functions the real machine performs, the second section involves a 

dashboard in which all the machine statues are displayed at the same time the animation 

plays. Every track has its own variables, in this case each track has a variable for a start 

time and a duration time. The variables were named according to the tracks created, in 

this case there are eleven tracks and it is required eleven variables, therefore, a letter 

was assigned for each track: for track 1 to 7 the letters “a” to “g” were assigned forming 

the first section “Machine Process”, for track 8 to 11 the letters “a” to “d” were assigned 

forming the second section “System Status”. In this last section the letters were repeated 

since they represent the status for objects from the first section.  
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In the unity track system, every track has an object from the 3D model linked, this 

allows to handle all the animations for each object and its own start point and duration. 

The links between the tracks and the objects from the 3D model are as shown in the 

Table 5. 

Table 5.Tracks – Objects relationship. 

 TRACK OBJECT PROPERTY 

M
A

C
H

IN
E 

 
PR

O
C

ES
S 

Track 1 Storage chamber (SC) Light effect 

Track 2 Homogenizer lid Movement 

Track 3 Feed line Light effect 

Track 4 Homogenizer box Light effect 

Track 5 Recovery Hopper Light effect 

Track 6 Material from RC Movement and light effect 

Track 7 Recovery Chamber Light effect 

SY
ST

EM
 

ST
A

TU
S 

Track 8 Storage Chamber (SC) Light effect 

Track 9 Feed line Light effect 

Track 10 Homogenizer box Light effect 

Track 11 Recovery hopper Light effect 

   

As a summarized way, all the work presented before can be represented as shown 

in Figure 14, where all the tracks are defined. Every track has its own component 

assigned as well as variables, values, and properties allowing to have a better 

organization in the system. This approach permits the system to organize all the 

components through time to let the Unity software create the real process 3D model 

representation. 
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Figure 14. Process Tracks definition 
 

 The machine segmentation from this approach was taken according to the 

functional process specified before, where all the machine parts were divided into 

segments depending in the function realized by each one. This allowed to have a better 

understanding of the machine functionality and define every function the machine 

performs to later create the partial digital twin with all the variables and properties for 

every machine part. 

 

 

3.3.2.2 Complements 
Inside the unity program some complements were used to perform the desired 

functions, these complements were added to unity, at the same time, the software 

requires other software in order to work properly. All the requirements used by unity are 

listed as shown in Table 6.  
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Table 6. Complements used in Unity. 

COMPLEMENT FUNCTION 

AR Foundation 
Allows to work with AR Subsystems and 

handle its behavior in unity environment. 

ARCore XR Plugin 
Provides native Google ARCore integration 

for use with Unity’s multi-platform XR API. 

ARKit XR Plugin 
Provides native Apple ARKit integration for 

use with Unity’s multi-platform XR API. 

Visual Studio Code Editor 
Code editor integration for supporting Visual 

Studio Code as code editor for unity. 

Vuforia Engine AR 
Provides AR development with support for 

phones, tablets an eyewear. 

 

All of these complements allow unity to perform augmented reality functions, which 

are important to show the AR model in smart devices like smartphones, tablets, and head-

mounted displays. In this case, the complements responsible for smartphone 

compatibility are the ARCore XR plugin and ARKit XR Plugin, these are used to work in 

Google and Apple smartphones, respectively. For devices like head-mounted displays as 

Microsoft HoloLens, other plugins can be used since unity is compatible with a wide range 

of augmented reality environments.  

 

In addition to the complements applied in the unity software, Visual Studio is used 

to implement C# scripts for the HTTP Request and System Status functions. Apart from 

the Unity software, Visual Studio requires some complements in order to perform the 

scripts correctly, these complements are listed as shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Complements used in Visual Studio. 

COMPLEMENT FUNCTION 

uPLibrary 

Library used to give the MQTT 

protocol the resources needed to 

stablish connection.  

System.Net.Mqtt 

MQTT client implementation in C# 

used to send data through MQTT 

protocol. 

Newtonsoft.Json 
Framework that allows to work with 

JSON format. 

 

The complements used for Visual Studio grants the software the ability to perform 

additional functions via C# language, these complements are essential to realize 

communication and structure functions within the code. The uPLibrary allows the software 

to structure the script and permit MQTT connection which in addition to the 

System.Net.Mqtt complement grants the script the ability to send and receive data 

through MQTT protocol. The sent and received data with the MQTT protocol is in JSON 

format which can be implemented in the script thanks to the Newtonsoft.Json 

complement. 

 

3.3.2.3 Functional Scripts 
The main scripts to perform the communication process between the physical 

process and the unity process is coded using the Visual Studio software based in C# 

language. The two main desired functions the system requires are the following: 

 

• Communication Machine – DES: This requirement is approached by an 

HTTP Request made through a script called “Timeline Controller” executed 

by unity to communicate, in this case, with a Google App script (which can 

be changed to another cloud service if needed) to extract the information 

generated by the machine regarding times and processes, as shown in 

Figure 15. 
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                       Figure 15. Timeline Script with HTTP Request. 

 
This approach is performed between the Augmented Reality App 

(Executing the code created in Visual Studio) and the Cloud Service, as 

shown in Figure 16. In this process, the AR App send an HTTP Request to 

the Cloud Service and this returns the data required in JSON format. 

 

 

                        Figure 16. HTTP Request between AR App and Cloud Service. 
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• Machine Status Modifier: This requirement is approached through a script 

executed by unity which can modify the System Status allowing to send a 

signal to the machine and change its parameters through MQTT Protocol. 

At the same time, this script allows the AR Model to send and receive 

information through the same protocol using data classification via MQTT 

topics when the user press a button on the mobile device, as shown in 

Figure 17. The MQTT protocol was used due to its capabilities in an industry 

4.0 environment and adding this protocol to the system will grant its ease 

adaptation to an industrial environment. 

 

 
                      Figure 17. MQTT script in unity. 

 

This approach is performed between the Augmented Reality App 

(Executing the code created in Visual Studio) and the Cloud Service, as 

shown in Figure 18. In this process, the AR App send a MQTT Command 

to the Cloud Service and this returns the data required in JSON format. 

 

 

                       Figure 18. MQTT Command between AR App and Cloud Service. 
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3.3.3 Augmented Reality Visualization 
Once all the elements established before are correctly assembled, then a visual 

representation of the machine can be obtained through an augmented reality app handled 

by a mobile operating system like Android, iOS or other, depending on the OS desired to 

work with. Unity can handle different OS, as shown in Figure 19, and it is important to 

specify in which platform the model will be displayed. The AR App Development process 

followed is as shown in Appendix C. 

 

 

Figure 19. Unity Build Settings, OS support. 
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3.3.4 Approach to a Systemic Process 
Even though the process defined in the past sections describes a work realized for 

a specific situation, all the components used can be applied to generate a more defined 

process which can be suitable to work with any machine. 

 

The general process has all the components described before combined: the 

physical machine, discrete event simulation, augmented reality app, and the 

communication protocols between every component mentioned. This approach is 

illustrated as shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20. Approach to a Standardized General Process. 
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 Communication Environment 
The work presented in this methodology has a communication environment as shown 

in Figure 21, in which all the elements and its interactions are represented. This 

communication environment mainly uses two communication protocols, HTTP and 

MQTT, these protocols are specified in each section of the process and with each protocol 

usage a format is specified for the data management. The most important data format 

used in the process is the JSON format which facilitate the communication between all 

the process parts and an industry environment since this format is the most common in 

an industry 4.0 environment. All the other process data is handled in its original format, 

like manual data input, CAD files, 3D Model, and QR code image. 

 

Figure 21. Communication Structure. 
 

The main use for MQTT and HTTP protocols are applied in the interaction between 

the DES, the Cloud Service and the Augmented Reality App since these elements 

perform the most important activities regarding data management. These applications 

facilitated the infrastructure creation to adapt the system generated to an industry 4.0 

environment allowing to be prepared to a real process application in the industry area. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

In this chapter results from the DES and the Augmented Reality System are 

presented. 

  

 Discrete Event Simulation Results 
From the python simulation execution, results were obtained using the machine 

variables shown in Appendix A, were variables like mean times, sigma times and 

percentage levels allowed to obtain results according to the physical process environment 

and its scenario. 

 

 Once the parameters from the physical process were introduced into the 

simulation, the following results were obtained as shown in Table 8 where different 

scenarios where applied in a hour simulation time: the baseline (all the system ran at a 

normal condition), slower operator (the operator conditions where deficient regarding 

action times) and high variability (the process variables contains high variability in time). 
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Table 8. Situations Results. 

Data per Hour  Scenarios 
Baseline Slower Operator High Variability 

Items 66 44 65 
(%) Volume of SC 52% 76% 76% 
(%) Volume of RC 33% 85% 31% 

 

The first approach was to visualize the behavior of the three scenarios (Baseline, 

High variability, and Slow operator) since these scenarios were the most common due to 

process conditions. 

 

• Time per item 
In this section, the visualization denotes the time per item produced versus 

simulation running time, in this case the simulation was executed by 60 min as shown 

in Figure 22. 

 
Figure 22. Time per item. [38] 

 
 

 

The scenarios were analyzed obtaining the results showed before which represent 

how long does the system take to create an item depending the scenario. Once having 
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this information, a mean was taken from time per item to visualize the behavior in 

Baseline, High Variability and Slower Operator scenarios resulting in an item production 

every 54, 44 and 82 seconds respectively, as shown in Table 9. 

Table 9. Mean time per item results. 

 
• Storage Chamber nominal level capacity (%) 
In this section, the data represents the level of storage chamber nominal 

capacity in percentage versus the simulation running time, which was 60 minutes in this 

case as shown in Figure 23. 

 

 
Figure 23. Storage Chamber nominal level capacity (%). [38] 

 

Situations Mean Time  
per Item (s) 

Baseline 54 

Slower Operator  82 

High Variability 55 
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A mean time value in minutes was obtained from the information taken from 

the level of storage chamber nominal capacity for the Baseline, Slower Operator and High 

Variability scenarios obtaining 5, 9, and 5 minutes respectively, time that represent how 

often does the SC is filled in a 60 min simulation, as shown in Table 10. 

 
Table 10. Mean time of SC filled (min). 

 
• Recovery Chamber level (%) 
In this segment, the level of the Recovery Chamber upper limit capacity in 

percentage versus the simulation running time was analyzed obtaining the following 

results as shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24. Recovery Chamber level (%). [38] 
   

Situation Mean Time (min) 

Baseline 5 

Slower Operator 9 

High Variability 5 
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Once the results have been analyzed, a mean time was obtained from the 

information to visualize the behavior of the recovery chamber level upper limit capacity 

through simulation time for Baseline, Slower Operator and High Variability scenarios, 

obtaining a 43, 66, and 43 minutes respectively, time that represents how often the RC is 

empty in a 240 min simulation, as shown in Table 11. 

 

Table 11. Mean time of RC empty (min) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Situation Mean Time (min) 

Baseline 43 

Slower Operator 66 

High Variability 43 
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 Augmented Reality Results 
The result obtained from the augmented reality app creation, as shown in Figure 25, 

was achieved using an iOS device, in this representation the model was displayed using 

a QR image previously configurated by the Vuforia Engine plugin in Unity allowing to 

locate and show the 3D model in the workspace. The representation for the app was 

applied using the Baseline scenario, but it can be modified just by editing the variables in 

the Cloud Service specified before, in this case the Google App Script.  

 

The AR application is just a click and run app since to visualize the 3D model the app 

just needs to be opened and focus the QR image with the smart device camera. When 

the 3D model is showed it appears a dashboard by its side located in the left area of the 

screen which shows the process the machine is realizing at the moment, and by the upper 

right side of the screen a button is located labeled “ON/OFF” which generate the signal 

to power off or on the 3D model in the app and at the same time the real process through 

a MQTT communication.  

 

 

Figure 25. AR Model app in iOS. 
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 At the same time, the results found from the augmented reality system were those 

regarding the system flexibility to represent not only one process situation, this results 

were observed thanks to the implementation of the HTTP Request script which allowed 

the system to obtain the variables from the cloud and save it to use it on the AR process. 

As shown in Figure 26, the variables were obtained from the Cloud Service with the HTTP 

Request and the system save it in the script configuration, this allowed to see the AR 

system behavior through different scenarios implementation. 

 

 

Figure 26. Situations: a) Slow Operator, b) Baseline, c) High Variability 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 Conclusions 
The DES used for this approach was executed and approved by the results 

obtained in the previous chapter, these results allowed to demonstrate that the partial 

digital twin behavior performs as the real process. This premise permitted to continue 

with the visual representation of the partial digital twin.  

 

The results obtained from the work presented in this thesis showed an augmented 

reality model created though Unity software that replicates a real manufacturing 

process and its functionality establishing a connection between both. The 3D model 

was first replicated in unity by importing the machine CAD model and consequently 

add properties to the model for the animations allowing to represent the real process 

behavior. 

 

Once having the unity model with the process representation, a more flexible way 

needed to be implemented since the model only represented one scenario, therefore 

scripts were added to the model allowing to give more capabilities to the AR process. 

These scripts gave the unity model important capabilities, the first one allowed to 

communicate with the exterior to obtain data from the real process by a HTTP 

Request which permitted the system to subtract the process variables and organize 
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them in the unity tracks to visualize the process despite any change made to the time 

variables, the second script gave the capability to send data through MQTT protocol 

to an external location and even control the real process from the user interface of 

the mobile app.  

 

Finally, the augmented reality system is capable of replicate a real manufacturing 

process, has the infrastructure to adapt to different scenarios and possess the 

capability to communicate in an industrial environment as a result of the application 

of industrial level communication protocols including IoT and industry 4.0 tools. At the 

same time, an augmented reality app was obtained with all the characteristics 

mentioned before allowing to have a visual representation of the real process along 

with its information with a dashboard showing the process state and permitting the 

user to interact and control the real process through a user-friendly graphic interface 

in the mobile app.  

 

 Future work 
Improve the DES. The DES used for the AR system met the requirements for the 

process analyzed but is not completely capable of replicate other processes apart from 

the ones created in this work, therefore it can be improved by generating a more standard 

codification. This can be performed by applying codification resources like neural 

networks, artificial intelligence, genetics algorithms, etc., and will allow to have an 

intelligent DES capable of replicate any process despite the number or type of operations 

and even its own feedback. 

 

Adapt the model to a complete physical environment. The model created was 

implemented using partial information which were represented by simulation of data 

obtention; therefore, a real environment is required to obtain all the model benefits. This 

can be achieved by adapting the model to a completely sensorized process to obtain data 

completely from the real process in real time and will allow the model to prepare to work 

in a real environment considering all its variables. 
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Enhance the user interface of the AR app. The AR app created performs correctly but 

with a simple user interface which can be improved in the future by adding sections, 

menus or other elements that will allow the user to navigate through the app and perform 

other actions besides AR visualization. This can be achieved by the implementation of 

digital resources like splash screens, icons creation, images, animations, etc., these 

resources can be created through software like Adobe Illustrator, Swift, or other 

codification software and will allow the AR app to be clearer and easier to use to the end 

user, the operator, and at the same time avoid possible errors using it. 

 

Add graph elements support. The AR app counts with the dashboard, action buttons 

and AR model support, but at the same time, a data visualization is needed to show 

graphs or other elements to represent the process information in a summarized way. This 

can be achieved by adding the specific code to unity and modifying the software 

parameters and will allow to have a better understanding of the process by showing 

relevant information in a summarized way leading to a fast decision making. 

 

Improve the AR app presentation. The actual presentation of the app was build using 

standard designs provided by default by the Unity software, therefore, a most 

personalized and formal presentation can be implemented in the future adding custom 

designs to differentiate the app from others. This can be achieved by creating specific 

animation resources in the unity software or importing from other source like created 

resources in Adobe Illustrator, After Effects, or other graphic software and will allow to 

have a better control for the app permitting the operator to handle the AR app easier and 

faster. 

 

Enhance the Unity 3D model representation. The animations realized for the 3D model 

requires a more robust approach and can be improved by changing some effects to 

generate a more appealing process representation. This can be achieved by adding 3D 

models from SolidWorks, Fusion360, Adobe Fuse or other 3D modeling software and will 

allow to visualize the process better. 
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Connect the AR system with all the components.  The AR system can be connected 

with the DES through the Cloud Service allowing to communicate in parallel and show 

results obtained from the DES, this can be performed by adding the respective code to 

both systems and adapt the HTTP request to link both systems. 

 

Implement the AR system in the work area using other devices. The AR system 

created can be implemented not only in mobile devices but Head-Mounted Displays like 

Microsoft HoloLens allowing to have a better perspective of the reality and the augmented 

reality model. This can be positive in the capacitation area where workers need to know 

the process, its functionality and information related to the process to take fast decisions. 
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APPENDIX A: Scenarios parameters 

 

Table 12. Variables used in every scenario 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

VARIABLES Slow  
Operator Baseline High  

Variability 

Number of machines (#) 1 1 1 
Fill storage chamber (sec) 40 20  20  
Setup (sec) 20  10  10  
Turn machine ON (sec) 2 1  1  
Produce item (sec) 50 25  25  
Turn machine OFF (sec) 2 1  1  
Remove item (sec) 30 15  15  
Empty recovery chamber 
(sec) 20 10  10  

Turn crush ON (sec) - - - 
Crush (sec) - - - 
Turn crush OFF(sec) - - - 
Fill storage chamber (sec) 2 2  6  
Setup (sec) 2 2  6  
Time machine ON (sec) 1 1  1  
Produce item (sec) 2 2  6  
Time machine OFF (sec) 1  1  1  
Remove item (sec) 2  2  6  
Empty recovery chamber 
(sec) 1  1  1  

Recovery chamber (%) 90 90 90 

Storage chamber (%) 20 20 20 
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APPENDIX B: Abbreviations 

 

Table 13. Abbreviations used 

 
 

 

 

 

 

DES:  Discrete Event Simulation 

IoT:  Internet of Things 

PLM:  Product Lifecycle Management 

MQTT:  Message Queuing Telemetry Transport 

OPCUA:  Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture 

HTTP:  Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

NIST:  National Institute of Standards and Technology 

AR:  Augmented Reality 

CPS:  Cyber Physical System 

HMD:  Head-Mounted Display 

MR:  Mixed Reality 

NX-MCD:  NX Mechatronic Concept Designer 

CNC:  Computer Numerical Control 

RFID:  Radio Frequency Identification 

IIoT:  Industrial Internet of Things 

DT:  Digital Twin 

SC:  Storage Chamber 

RC:  Recovery Chamber 

OS:  Operating System 

QR:  Quick Response 

CAD:  Computer-Aided design 
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APPENDIX C: Augmented reality app development 

• Android App Development 

In order to visualize the augmented reality model in mobile devices running Google 

OS (Android) is important to switch the platform to Android which can be selected from 

the Build Settings. In the same way, is important to fill out all the app information like 

Company Name, Product Name , Version and choose a Default Icon, all of this can be 

changed in the Player Settings section, apart from this is imperative to  configure the 

target OS version for this app which can be found in the Player option located on the left 

menu, then in the Android icon tab and last in the Identification section, as shown in Figure 

27.  

 

 

Figure 27. Android apk configuration. 
 

Once all these steps have been covered, the next step is to configure the device 

in which the app will be tested, in this case a Samsung Galaxy Tab with Android 7.0 

(Minimum OS required by Vuforia) was used. To install the apk file, the device must have 

the debug option enabled and permit the communication with the computer, as shown in 

Figure 28.  
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       Figure 28. USB debugging activation.    
 

Then the USB debugging confirmation must be accepted in the android device, to 

allow the computer to install the application and run it, as shown in Figure 29. 

 

 

Figure 29. USB debugging confirmation. 
 

The USB Debugging option will allow Unity to detect the device and permit the 

Build and Run function, as shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. Device selection in Unity 
 

At the same time, is important to ensure the “Include ARCore library” option is 

selected in Vuforia Configuration, as shown in Figure 31. 

 

 

Figure 31. Include ARCore library option. 
 

Creating apps for Android OS is simpler than other OS, this procedure does not 

require a specific computer to build the app, in this case it was built in a Windows 10 

Version 1909. The app creation simply consists in build the unity project to generate an 

apk file (Package for Android OS) and install it in the device. 

 

• iOS App Development 
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In order to visualize the augmented reality model in mobile devices running Apple 

OS (iOS) is important to select this platform from the build settings, and at the same time 

configure the target OS version for this app which can be found in the player settings 

section.  

 

For the augmented reality app creation in iOS is important to mention that the unity 

project must be built from an Apple computer running a macOS environment, in this case 

it was built in macOS version 10.14 Mojave. This is important due to the app creation 

since iOS applications can only be created in the XCode software by Apple. 

 

The unity project can be moved between operating systems allowing an easy 

information handling, once the project is in a macOS running unity and with XCode 

installed, the procedure is the same as in Android: the unity project is opened and the 

next step is to build and run option, as shown in Figure 32. 

 

 

Figure 32. Build Settings in macOS. 
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Is important to mention that the platform selected must be iOS from the build 

settings window, if any other platform is marked just select the iOS platform from the left 

selection panel and press the switch button. Once the build and run button has been 

clicked, unity will prompt the XCode software to continue the app development in which 

more detailed sections to configure the app properties will be displayed, as shown in 

Figure 33. 

 

 

Figure 33. XCode configuration section. 
 

In this section more configuration options are displayed regarding app creation, 

like: identity (Display name/name of the app, Bundle Identifier, Version of the app and 

build), Deployment info (Target iOS version and if the app will be for iPhone, iPad or Mac), 

Main interface, Device orientation and Status bar style (Options regarding app interface 

and design), and other configurations. 

 

 

One essential step to generate the iOS app is to assign the singing & capabilities 

options, as shown in Figure 34, where a developer iOS account must be linked with the 
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app in order to install it in Apple devices, this feature will specify all the information 

required by Apple for an iOS app and also useful if the app will be uploaded the Apple 

Store. 

 

 

Figure 34. XCode Signing & Capabilities configuration. 
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